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though it is generally agreed upon that the Greeks borrowed (and 

modified) the alphabet from the Phoenicians, there is no consen-

sus about the moment when this took place. Over the years, sever-

al dates have been proposed, ranging from the 14th to the 8th/7th 

century bc. In classical studies the prevalent opinion is that the 

alphabet was introduced in or shortly before the 8th century bc, 

when the first attestations of Greek alphabetic writing appear. 

there are, however, quite a number of indications (from existing 

and new evidence) that plead for a much earlier date. In this ar-

ticle, a detailed analysis of the presently available archaeological, 

epigraphic and linguistic data will be presented to argue the case 

for an introduction in the 11th century bc at the latest.
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Περίληψη

Αν και είναι γενικά παραδεκτό ότι οι Έλληνες δανείστηκαν (και τρο-

ποποίησαν) το αλφάβητο από τους Φοίνικες, δεν υπάρχει συμφωνία 

σχετικά με το πότε ακριβώς συνέβη το γεγονός αυτό. Με τα χρόνια, 

έχουν προταθεί διάφορες χρονολογήσεις, που κυμαίνονται από τον 

14ο έως τον 8ο/7ο αι. π.Χ. Στις κλασικές μελέτες η κυρίαρχη άποψη 

είναι ότι το αλφάβητο εισήχθη μέσα ή λίγο πριν τον 8ο αι. π.Χ., όταν 

βεβαιώνονται οι πρώτες μαρτυρίες ελληνικής αλφαβητικής γρα-

φής. Ωστόσο, υπάρχουν αρκετές ενδείξεις (από υπάρχοντα και νέα 

αποδεικτικά στοιχεία) που συνηγορούν σε μια πολύ πρωιμότερη 

περίοδο. Στο συγκεκριμένο άρθρο παρουσιάζεται μια λεπτομερής 

ανάλυση των διαθέσιμων αρχαιολογικών, επιγραφικών και γλωσσι-

κών δεδομένων που υποστηρίζουν την εισαγωγή του αλφάβητου το 

αργότερο κατά τον 11 αι. π.Χ.

I. THE ORIGINS OF THE GREEK ALPHABET1 

the semitic background of the Greek alphabet is undeniable and, 

with rare exceptions, generally agreed upon. It is evident from 

the similarity in the shapes, the names as well as the order of the 

letters.2 When the Greeks took over the consonantal script of the 

Phoenicians they are thought to have introduced vowel signs, 

which is why for some the Greek script is the first “true alphabet”.3 

1.  This article would not have been 

possible without the support and 

input of various colleagues. Above 

all, I am grateful to Marco Poelwijk, 

Wouter Henkelman, Jorrit Kelder and 

Alwin Kloekhorst. I further thank 

Holger Gzella, Theo van den Hout, 

Amélie Kuhrt, Floris van den Eijnde, 

Bert van der Spek, Rutger Alan 

and the two anonymous reviewers 

for their helpful comments and 

suggestions. Needless to say, I alone 

remain responsible for the views 

expressed here. 

2.  Note that Greek authors such as 

Herodotus also attribute the origins 

of writing to the Phoenicians 

(Herodotus, Histories V 58).

3.  Some scholars assume that the 

Greeks received the vowel-letters 

(matres lectionis) together with the 

alphabet (see e.g. Lipínski 1994: 

29-30), but this view is not generally 

accepted, see e.g. Naveh 1982: 183; 

Ruijgh 1997: 573; Powell 1991: 44-46.



ThE WEST-SEmITIc AlphAbET

the history of the West semitic alphabet is long and complex.4 re-

cent insights and discoveries have shown that it may have been 

longer and more widely in use than has hitherto been assumed. 

the oldest now known alphabetic inscriptions stem from Wadi 

el-Hol in Egypt, dating to between 1900 and 1800 bc.5 before their 

discovery in 1999, the earliest attestations of consonantal alpha-

betic or abjad writing were inscriptions attested in the sinai region 

and Palestine. the date of these inscriptions is debated: for the 

oldest sinai inscriptions proposals range from 19th to 15th century 

bc, whereas the canaanite inscriptions have been ascribed to the 

17th-15th century bc.6 though these early Proto-sinaitic or Proto- 

canaanite inscriptions are not yet completely understood, it is 

clear that they can be considered the forerunners of the later Phoe-

nician consonantal script.7  

the West semitic script was pictorial in origin and allowed any 

writing direction: the early inscriptions are written from left to 

right, right to left and boustrophedon, both vertically and horizon-

tally. In the course of the 11th century bc the stances of the letters 

become stabilized and the writing direction is fixed from right to 

left (see also p. 93-94 below).
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4.  For an overview of the history of the 

Semitic alphabet, see Millard 2012 

and for a more general introduction 

to alphabetic writing Robinson 2009: 

92-109.

5.  For the Wadi-el Hol inscriptions,  

see Darnell et al. 2005.

6.  For the recent find of two Canaanite 

inscriptions on axes possibly 

dating to the middle of the second 

millennium and the 17th century BC, 

see Lemaire 2012.

7.  The first securely attested 

(consonantal) alphabetic writing 

stems from Ugarit (modern Ras 

Shamra in Syria). In this city, 

cuneiform alphabet was in use 

from at least 1400 BC to ca. 1180 

BC. Ugarit has yielded the oldest 

examples of abecedaria, which show 

that the order aleph-bit-gimmel was 

already established at that time. 

Interestingly, the rivalling letter 

order, the so-called Halaham (HLHM) 

system, which is well known in South 

Arabia from the first millennium BC 

onwards, is also attested in Ugarit. 

The recent discovery that a text on an 

ostrakon from the Early New Kingdom 

displays the alphabetic Halaham 

order shows that this arrangement 

was already in use in Egypt in the 15th 

century BC (Haring 2015). 
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FIGURE 1. 

Geographical distribution of the Greek alphabets (based on Kirchhof 1887 and Voutiras 2007: 270-271).

ThE GrEEk AlphAbET

the oldest extant Greek inscriptions can be dated to the 8th cen-

tury bc.8 From this century onwards, Greek alphabetic inscriptions 

regularly turn up in a large area including the Greek mainland, the 

Aegean islands and mainland Italy and sicily. In the first centuries, 

the Greek alphabets show regional differences; as much as 33 dif-

ferent versions of the alphabet have been distinguished. these 

local or epichoric scripts are generally divided into “blue” (further 

split into “light blue” and “dark blue”), “red” and “green” alphabets,  

8.  In this paper, I follow the 

conventional Greek chronology 

proposed by Coldstream 

(1968). Note, however, that this 

chronology has been challenged 

and that the absolute dates are 

considered to be too low by some 

(see, e.g., Nijboer et al. 1999/2000, 

173-74; Janko 2015: 13-16).



following the division of Kirchhof 1887 (see Figures 1 and 2).9 their 

characteristics may be briefly summarized as follows:

•��“Green”�alphabets�(Crete,�Thera,�Melos,�Anaphe):�These�alpha-

bets are sometimes also labelled as “primitive” as they bear the 

greatest similarity to the Phoenician script. the “green” alpha-

bets do not have the supplemental letters Φ, ψ and X, nor the 

letter Ξ to represent the value /ks/. 

•��“Red”� alphabets� (Western� regions):�The�“red”� or�“Western”� al-

phabets lack Ξ, but use the supplementary letter Χ to represent 

/ks/. they further have the letter ψ for /kh/ and Φ for /ph/. 

•��“Blue”�alphabets�(Eastern�regions):�The�“light�blue”�alphabet�has�

Φ for /ph/ and Χ for /kh/ and does not have Ξ for /ks/ nor ψ for /

ps/. the “dark blue” variant does have Ξ for /ks/ and uses ψ for /

ps/ and, like the light blue variant, it has Φ for /ph/ and Χ for /kh/.

the writing direction of the earliest inscriptions is not yet fixed and 

the letters may be written from right to left, left to right, or bous-

trophedon (horizontally and vertically). Only from ca. 500 bc on-

wards dextroverse writing (i.e. from left to right) became the norm. 

by the early 4th century virtually all epichoric scripts had been re-

placed by the “dark blue” eastern Ionic alphabet, which featured the 

new letter omega (threatte 1996: 271).10 

FIGURE 2. 

Principal groupings of Greek epichoric alphabets, after threatte 1996: 272 (table 22.1).

 9.  For discussion of these alphabet 

groups, see Woodard 1997: 140-141; 

Powell 1991: 53-63. 

10.  Athens officially abandoned the 

old Attic alphabet in favour of 

this alphabet under the archon 

Eukleides in 403/2 BC.
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 AlphAbETS [ph] [kh] [ks] [ps] lOcATIONS

Green Π / Πη Κ / Κη ΚΣ ΠΣ crete, thera, Melos

Dark blue Φ Χ Ξ ψ  

light blue Φ Χ ΧΣ ΦΣ

red Φ ψ Χ ΦΣ Euboea, most of mainland, western colonies

Athens, Argos, corinth, Ionia



prEvIOUS SchOlArShIp ON ThE DATE Of ThE GrEEk 
AlphAbET11 

though nobody disputes its Phoenician origins, there is no agree-

ment about the date of the introduction of the Greek alphabet. the 

modern discussion started with the influential article of rhys car-

penter in 1933 in the American Journal of Archaeology (AJA), the journal 

which was to become the platform for the debate on this topic. 

carpenter strongly argued against “the old illusion of the great an-

tiquity of the Greek alphabet” and instead pleaded for an introduc-

tion around 700 bc.12 

carpenter mainly based his view on a comparative epigraphic 

study, and in his opinion the Greek material most resembled the 

Phoenician script from the 9th and 8th century. In addition, he 

adduced his by now famous argument from silence: the lack of 

Greek alphabetic writing before the 8th century proved that the 

Greek alphabet did not exist before that time. though challenged 

by some, in general classical scholars have accepted carpenter’s 

point of view.13 In light of evidence that has come to light since (see 

below p. 99-100), most scholars now plead for a somewhat earlier 

date, around 800 bc, some allowing for a prehistoric “experimen-

tal phase” before the first inscriptions appear, but a date before 

the 9th century is usually not accepted. A notable exception is cor-

nelis ruijgh (1995, 1998) who has pleaded for a date around 1000 bc 

(see below p. 104).14  

11.  The very succinct overview given 

here is by no means exhaustive 

and merely serves to give a general 

idea of the background of the 

discussion. For a more elaborate 

treatment of previous scholarship, 

see e.g. McCarter 1975:1-27; Heubeck 

1979: 75-76; Bernal 1990: 1-26 and 

Bourguignon 2010.

12  The most notable opposition 

against this view at that time came 

from Ullman 1934, who argued for 

a much earlier transmission in the 

12th or 11th century BC (see also 

below p. 96-97).

13.  The view of Carpenter was taken 

over in the standard work The Local 

Scripts of Archaic Greece by Lillian H. 

Jeffery (1961, revised edition Jeffery & 

Johnston 1990). Barry Powell (1991) 

further fuelled the idea of a late 

introduction by suggesting that the 

alphabet was invented for the sole 

purpose of recording Homer. For a 

recent argument for an 8th century 

adoption, see Papadopoulos 2016.

14.  Further, less convincing examples 

include Martin Bernal (1990) who 

dates the transmission of the 

alphabet to the 15th/14th century BC, 

Niesiolowski-Spanò 2007 who pleads 

for an earlier transmission date 

linking this event to the Philistines 

and Mavrojannis 2007 who has 

proposed a 10th century date based 

on the account of Herodotus, 

making a very speculative 

connection between Palamedes  

and the “heroon” at Lefkandi.
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In the field of semitic epigraphy, the Northwest semitic palaeog-

rapher Joseph Naveh radically challenged established ideas in 1973, 

claiming that the date should be pushed back to the 11th century 

bc (Naveh 1973a), presenting “an abundance of rather disquieting 

evidence”.15 though Naveh’s views are not acknowledged by all, one 

can say that semitists overall tend to favour an earlier transmis-

sion date (11th-9th century) than the classicists.16

II. THE EPIGRAPHIC EVIDENCE

lETTEr fOrmS AND ShApES

In the discussion about the date of the Greek alphabet, the epi-

graphic evidence has played a central role. the forms of individual 

letters have given rise to much debate and literature regarding this 

topic is extensive.17 the letter forms are seen by some scholars as 

proof for an earlier date whereas others claim that they support a 

late introduction. Naveh, for one, sees more resemblance between 

the Greek letter forms and the Proto-canaanite inscriptions than 

the later cursive Phoenician writing (see Figure 3), whereas car-

penter and his followers see more similarity with the 9th-8th cen-

tury Phoenician script (see Figure 4).18 A good illustration of the ar-

bitrariness and subjectivity of individual letter form comparison is 
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15.  Thus Kyle McCarter (1975: 27), 

who himself reaches the slightly 

awkward and paradoxical 

conclusion that the Greeks may 

have begun to experiment with 

Phoenician writing in the 11th 

century, but did not develop a true 

independent tradition until the 

beginning of the 8th century–which 

seems to be a somewhat forced 

attempt to compromise between 

the views of Naveh and Carpenter. 

16.  See, e.g. Frank Cross (1980: 17), who–

though initially opposed to the ideas 

of Naveh–later argued strongly 

against the late date supported by 

the classicists, all the more after 

new finds including the ‘Izbet-Ṣartah 

abecedarium from the 12th century 

BC. Sass (2005), however, favours a 

later date (but see also the response 

of Rollston 2008).

17.  See e.g. Bernal 1990: 89-122; Jeffery 

& Johnston 1990, McCarter 1975; 

Naveh 1973a; 1982: 175-186; Sass 

2005: 133-146; Janko 2015.

18.  Note that McCarter, who is in favour 

of an 8th century borrowing (see 

note 15 above), admits that the 

models of some letters such as alpha, 

beta, lambda and sigma concur with 

shapes found in the early period. 



FIGURE 3. 

the Proto-canaanite letters 

compared to archaic Greek letters 

according to Naveh 1982: 180 (1 G is 

variation of c; 2 X from Greek Ξ).

the letter mu, which has been used as an argument by both parties: 

Naveh drew attention to its resemblance to the early pictograph 

mem, whereas those in favour of a late date pointed out that this 

letter was not used in horizontal orientation before 850 bc.

Another serious difficulty related to comparing individual 

letters, as has already been pointed out by many, is the paucity 

of available material on both sides.19 Older forms may not have 

19.  See e.g. Driver 1944: 171-176; 

Kaufman 1986; Ruijgh 1997:  

551-553.
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become obsolete everywhere at the same time and/or they may 

have remained in use after their latest attestation. Vice versa new 

forms may have come into use long before the earliest example 

thus far discovered. the style and letter forms also depend on the 

writing material (cf. Jeffery & Johnston 1990: 17, 63). Yet another 

complication is the fact that there are still many chronological un-

certainties regarding early Greek and West-semitic inscriptions.

FIGURE 4. 

the Phoenician letters compared to 

archaic Greek letters according to 

Daniels & bright (eds) 1996: 262.
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the letter kappa may serve as an example of the risks of drawing 

conclusions from individual letter forms. this letter was long seen 

as a decisive argument against an early adaptation of the alphabet. 

In Proto-canaanite this letter is a three-fingered sign and the vari-

ant with a long tail only first appeared in 9th century inscriptions.20 

the discovery of the ‘Izbet-Ṣartah abecedarium in the late seventies, 

however, made this argument invalid since this fragment, dating 

to the 12th century bc, shows a form of kap with a long tail.21 the 

kappa argument is, however, still used in favour of a late date (see, 

e.g., swiggers 1996: 268).

A second eloquent warning for caution is the aforementioned Ar-

amaic Fakhariyah inscription. the script of this bilingual inscription 

from Northeast syria is palaeographically dated to the 11th century, 

but historical and other considerations indicate a date around the 

mid-9th century.22 If this text is indeed to be dated to the 9th rather 

than the 11th century, it would mean that a number of archaic letter 

types were still in use at that time. It would further imply that sev-

eral independent orthographic traditions descended from Proto-

canaanite existed simultaneously and parallel to each other. 

A late dating of the inscription would moreover render an im-

portant argument for an early transmission of the alphabet, name-

ly the form of the letter lambda, invalid. the lambda was written in 

Proto-canaanite with the crook at the top or at the base, and both 

these forms are also found in early Greek. In Phoenician however, 

we only find the version with the crook at the top. In the Fakhari-

yah inscription the variant with the crook at the base is now also 

attested, which–if the late dating of this text is correct–would 

mean that this form was still in use in the 9th century. 

It may be clear from the above that the comparison of individ-

ual letter forms does not produce any reliable results with respect 

to the dating of the Greek alphabet and “conclusive” arguments 

on both sides have been refuted by later finds. A more fruitful and 

less arbitrary method is to look at writing habits, such as the direc-

tion of writing, the use of word dividers and the pluriformity of the  

letter forms.

20.  This led Naveh to assume a later 

reborrowing of this letter. He 

suggests that the Proto-Canaanite 

kap sign was used for the letter chi 

in Greek and later the letter kap 

was re-introduced in its later form 

to represent /k/. An argument 

against this scenario is the fact 

that kap has its original position 

in the alphabetic order. Note that 

Naveh 1991: 156 himself admits 

that he may have been “wrong in 

detail, or at least inaccurate” in his 

earlier discussions of letter forms, 

though this according to him does 

not change the overall outcome.

21.  For the ‘Izbet-Ṣartah abecedarium, 

see Kochavi & Demsky 1978 and 

Cross 1980: 17. Note that the same 

form of kap also appears on the 

Fakhariyah inscription, see below.

22.  The date of this inscription is 

fraught with uncertainty. Abou-

Assaf et al. 1982: 98-102 cautiously 

propose a 9th century dating, 

but leave the possibility for an 

earlier date open. Lipínski 1994: 

21-30 pleads more confidentially 

for a 9th century date, which now 

seems to be generally accepted. 

Note that Naveh 1987: 109 sees the 

inscription as a very successful 

attempt of artificial archaizing 

script.



DIrEcTION Of WrITING 

As mentioned above, the early West semitic signs could be written 

in any direction: right to left, left to right, vertical (columnar), and 

(vertical and horizontal) boustrophedon. From around the middle 

of the 11th century, the writing direction became stabilized and the 

letters were written only horizontally from right to left.23 

similarly, the archaic Greek local scripts could be written from 

left to right and right to left and boustrophedon in horizontal or 

vertical direction. As demonstrated by Jeffery & Johnston 1990: 43-

46, there was no chronological evolution from continuously retro-

grade to boustrophedic to dextroverse, but these different writing 

directions were used simultaneously. Eventually, the writing direc-

tion was established from left to right–in complete contrast with 

the Phoenician alphabet. With respect to direction of writing, the 

early Greek inscriptions are thus more archaic than the Phoenician 

script. As argued by Naveh (and others) it seems unlikely that the 

Greeks would have operated a less developed system if they had 

the standardized 9th-8th century retrograde Phoenician example 

at their disposal. He therefore argues that the Greek script must 

have been taken over when there was still variability in the writing 

direction in West-semitic, thus around 1100 bc.

Defendants of a later date waive this argument claiming that an 

unfixed writing order is typical for the initial stage of any writing 

system (see, e.g., swiggers 1996: 267). such experimental phases 

may indeed be expected for a newly created writing system, but it 

is doubtful if this also applies in cases when an already established 

and standardized writing system is taken over. by comparison, 

when the cuneiform script was introduced to other (illiterate) soci-

eties, the direction of writing (along with several other scribal hab-

its) was taken over with the script. In none of these cases there is 

any evidence for “experimental writing” in different directions. 

the explanation offered by Jeffery & Johnston (1990: 45) that 

the Greeks did not take over the Phoenician writing direction be-

cause “neither the semites who taught, nor the first Greeks who 

learnt, were concerned with much more than the basic elements 

of instruction in the art of writing” is not satisfying. Jeffery and 
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23.  Naveh 1982: 42; Millard 2012: 17-18.



Johnston deem it unlikely that the Greeks would have picked up the 

writing system merely from contacts with Phoenician traders who 

came periodically from overseas, but, following carpenter, they 

argue that the transmission must have occurred in an established 

bilingual settlement of the two peoples (Jeffery & Johnston 1990: 

7). this would mean that there would have been plenty of opportu-

nity to address aspects such as the direction of writing, which–one 

could in fact argue–can be considered a “basic element” of writing. 

the assumption that the boustrophedon system would naturally 

suggest itself to the unpractised writer is equally debatable (Jeffery 

& Johnston 1990: 46). 

to sum up, if we assume that the Greeks took over the alphabet 

in the 8th century, this would mean that they ignored the exist-

ing Phoenician writing conventions regarding writing direction, 

but instead invented their own, which coincided with the writ-

ing directions that were in use before that time in West-semitic 

inscriptions. If we assume that the Greeks borrowed the script at 

an earlier stage, this would mean that they simply took over the 

existing writing practices. In this scenario, the Greek and Phoeni-

cian scripts developed independently (but probably not in full mu-

tual isolation) from the same source with different outcomes: in 

the Aegean, the standard writing direction became left to right, in 

Phoenician right to left.

WOrD DIvIDErS 

Naveh has further drawn attention to the resemblance between 

word dividers in early Greek and West semitic inscriptions. the 

practice of word division is attested in early second millennium ca-

naanite inscriptions, such as the Qubur el Walaydah bowl dating to 

ca. 1200 bc and the 13th century Lachish bowl, which have vertical 

strokes dividing the words.24 the Lachish ewer, also dating to the 

13th century, has word dividers consisting of three vertically placed 

dots (see Figure 5). 

the practice of placing multiple dots between words in the 

Phoenician script is no longer attested in the first millennium, ex-
24.  Naveh 1982: 36; 1973b: 206; Millard 

2012: 25.
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cept for the earlier mentioned Aramaic Fakhariyah inscription, if it 

is indeed to be dated to the 9th century (see p. 92). From the first 

millennium onwards, the vertical stroke gradually became shorter 

and was eventually replaced by a (single) dot (Naveh 1973b: 206-

207). From the 7th century onwards three systems were in use in 

West-semitic scripts; generally speaking, one can say that in the 

Hebrew script words were separated by means of single dots, in 

Aramaic by means of spacing, whereas the Phoenician script used 

continuous writing.25 

Archaic Greek inscriptions show both types of word dividers at-

tested in the early West semitic inscriptions, i.e. the use of vertical 

strokes as well as multiple dots placed vertically on top of each oth-

er (Figure 6).26 Like in the case of the comparison of individual letter 

FIGURE 5. 

the Lachish ewer inscription with 

multiple dots as word divider. 

tufnell et al. 1940 plate LX.

25.  Naveh 1973b: 207-208, see also 

Dobbs-Allsopp 2012: 36-38.

26.  Naveh 1973b: 206; Colvin 2014: 84.
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FIGURE 6. 

the Nestor cup inscription with 

multiple dots as word divider. 

buchner & russo 1955: 223 fig. 4.

forms discussed above on p. 89-92, the scantiness of our material 

does not allow us to draw any firm conclusions, as it cannot be ex-

cluded that the use of vertical strokes and multiple dots continued 

to be in use in the first millennium in West semitic writing. One 

can, however, observe that there is a remarkable correlation be-

tween Proto-canaanite and early Greek systems of word division.

plUrIfOrmITy Of lETTEr fOrmS AND ThE DIvErSITy Of 
ThE AlphAbETS 

Perhaps the most important argument for an early transmission 

put forward by Ullman, Naveh and others is the pluriformity of the 

Greek letter forms and the variety of the Greek alphabets. As soon 

as the first inscriptions emerge, there are no less than 33 alphabets 

in Greece with a great variety in their letter forms. 

this diversity from the very start, as well as the quick spread of 

the alphabet is indeed problematic for the scenario offered by car-

penter, as has already been pointed out by Ullman in 1934: “between 
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the introduction of the alphabet into Greece and the earliest extant 

inscriptions many developments took place. the assumption that 

the alphabet was not introduced until 700 b.c. reminds one of a 

hothouse which accelerates the growth of plants: In no time at 

all the letters changed their shapes, semitic vau split into conso-

nant digamma and vowel upsilon, the added letters were invented, 

the socalled western and eastern alphabets were differentiated.  

truly the Greek climate does miracles to a young alphabet; we can 

almost see it growing. It is no wonder that carpenter sets forth a 

‘schedule’ for its development. Everything has to move on schedule 

if it is to be accomplished.” (Ullman 1934: 379).

the reaction of carpenter (1938: 69) to this criticism is worth 

quoting as well: “My critics have deemed it absurd that this won-

derful invention for recording and preserving unbodied speech 

should have spread like wildfire down the trade-routes and along 

the seaways of enlightened Hellenic thought, reaching corinth in 

a single generation and distant Etruria in less than fifty years. but 

for myself, I hold it worse than absurd, I hold it un-Greek and hence 

unthinkable that it should have lingered for any considerable lapse 

of time among this intensely active people, in passive abeyance, 

known but unutilized. ‘truly, the Greek climate does miracles to a 

young alphabet; we can almost see it growing’.”

Martin bernal (1990: 8-15) surely overreacted in seeing carpen-

ter’s proposal for a late transmission of the alphabet in 1933 in the 

context of intensified anti-semitism, but it must be said that the 

latter’s praise of the “dynamic Greeks” feels a trifle uncomfortable, 

if only for the implicit underlying contrast with the “passive Phoe-

nicians” whose alphabet apparently developed at a more natu-

ral pace. regardless of any possible subliminal political agenda, 

carpenter nonchalantly steps over a number of significant facts, 

which demand a thorough explanation:

1. variety in letter shapes

the early Greek inscriptions show a great variety in letter shapes. If 

one is anxious to hold on to the late introduction, one could argue 
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that the diversity of the Greek alphabets is due to the fact that they 

developed from different Phoenician local scripts. this option has 

been dismissed by Naveh because no such variety of local Phoeni-

cian scripts has come down to us. As we have seen above, though, 

the Fakhariyah-inscription is a warning that it cannot be excluded 

that more variants existed which have not survived. 

there is, however, a more serious objection to this scenario. It is 

generally agreed that the Greek alphabet must have originated in 

a limited area and that it was not created independently at a num-

ber of different locations, because of innovations such as the intro-

duction of vowel signs that are shared by all alphabets (Jeffery & 

Johnston 1990: 6). this is impossible to reconcile with the idea that 

the alphabet originated from different local scripts, as this would 

imply that the alphabet would have been introduced from various 

sources. this option is therefore unlikely.

Naveh plausibly argues that the diversity can be explained if 

the alphabets stem from a proto-type which had unstabilized let-

ter forms. this would mean that the alphabet was introduced in 

or before the 11th century, when the West semitic script was still 

developing from pictorial to linear forms and did not yet have fixed 

letter forms. Alternatively, one could regard the regional diversity 

as the result of local developments within the Aegean, which took 

place over a longer period of time. both scenarios imply an earlier 

date for the introduction of the alphabet. In addition, a longer de-

velopment period would explain the at times striking divergence 

between the early Greek and Phoenician letters (cf. cross 1979: 109).

2. Differentiation of the various alphabets

Despite the shared innovations, there are some substantial differ-

ences between the regional alphabets (see above p. 86-87).27 these 

include the uses of the extra signs Φ, ψ and Χ and Ξ, which are not 

present in all alphabets and that may also have different values per 

alphabet. this differentiation can only be explained by assuming 

that the addition of these letters did not happen all at once when 

the alphabet was taken over, but that this was a longer process. 

27.  The valid suggestion of Luraghi 

(2010) that the local alphabets 

were consciously created and 

associated with ethnic boundaries 

and dialects still leaves the 

problem how this all happened  

so quickly. 
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the distribution of the letters san and sigma for /s/ may also be 

best explained as the result of a longer development. It is generally 

assumed that the Greek alphabet originally had both the letters san 

(between pi and koppa) and sigma (between rho and tau) and that all 

local Greek alphabets chose between one of these two to render the 

one Greek sibilant /s/.28 the assumption that the Greek alphabet orig-

inally had both is strengthened by the Etruscan alphabet in which 

these two sibilants have been retained (slings 1998: 648, see also p. 

100-101). When the first Greek inscriptions appear in the 8th century, 

they either show sigma or san; there are no inscriptions or abecedar-

ies that have both.29 this means that by that time all alphabets had 

already chosen between one of the two sibilants.30 It has further been 

assumed that the borrowing of the Phoenician letter waw for the ex-

tra letter upsilon is of a later date than the borrowing of this letter for 

the digamma, which would also imply a lengthier process.31 

Of interest for this discussion are the so-called Fayum tablets 

which came to light in 1983.32 these three copper plaques are in-

scribed with continuously written abecedaries, the function of 

which is unclear.33 the letters resemble those of the Greek alpha-

bet much more than the Phoenician forms (Heubeck 1986: 14-16). 

Interestingly, the alphabet on the tablets ends with the letter tau 

(without any of the later added letters) and is thus coterminous 

with the Phoenician consonantal script. Further, it retains both 

san and sigma. If these tablets indeed contain early Greek alpha-

betic writing, they could be seen as a representation of a prema-

ture stage of the alphabet in which both san and sigma are still pre-

served and upsilon (and the other extra letters) have not yet been 

added. regrettably, the archaeological context of these plaques, 

which are said to stem from the Fayum in Northern Egypt, is com-

pletely unknown. Alfred Heubeck (1986: 18), who examined the 

Würzburg exemplar, has epigraphically dated the inscriptions to 

the late ninth or early eighth century bc, but this dating cannot be 

confirmed archaeologically.

It is in any case clear that some substantial transformations took 

place in the Greek alphabet. the available evidence is too scanty to 

be certain how and when these developments happened, but they 

28.  Note, however, that this 

assumption has been questioned 

by e.g. Brixhe, see below n. 50.

29.  The only city in which we may 

find both san and sigma–in 

different inscriptions–is Delphi, 

but they probably represent 

different regional scripts, see 

Jeffery & Johnston 1990: 100-101. 

The fragmentary inscription from 

Pithekoussai (Brixhe 1991: 330; 

Heubeck 1979: 123 no. 6b) with a 

possible attestation of both is left 

out of consideration here, since 

the reading is uncertain and the 

language of the inscription is 

unknown and it may not be Greek.

30.  The loss of one of the two sibilants 

may have been due to sound 

changes in the Greek language, 

see below n. 50.

31.  See, e.g., Jeffery & Johnston 1990: 

35; Brixhe 1991: 347.

32.  For an edition of these plates, see 

Woodard 2014.

33.  Two of the plates are currently in 

the Schøyen collection and one in 

the Martin-von-Wagner Museum 

of the University of Würzburg, 

reportedly there is also a fourth 

one whose whereabouts are 

unknown. 
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are likely to have occurred in phases over the course of a substan-

tial period of time, most likely several centuries, which would ex-

plain the regional diversity.34 

ThE WIDE GEOGrAphIc SprEAD

As mentioned above, as soon as the first inscriptions start to ap-

pear, they are found spread over a large geographical area including  

the Greek mainland and the islands and Italy.35 recently found in-

scribed pottery dating to the 8th century bc from Methone (Pie-

ria, central Macedonia) demonstrates that the script was in use in 

northern Greece at that time.36 similarly, the famous inscription on 

the Nestor cup (ca. 750-700 bc) found at Pithekoussai, Ischia (see 

Figure 6) testifies that the Greek alphabet was also in use in Italy 

by then.37 If one assumes a late introduction date, this means that 

its distribution must have happened at a tremendous speed, as Ull-

man (1934) already saw. In addition, more or less simultaneously 

with the Greek alphabet the related Etruscan and Phrygian alpha-

bets would suddenly have emerged.

ThE ETrUScAN AND phryGIAN AlphAbETS

the Greek alphabet is evidently connected to the Etruscan and 

Phrygian alphabet. the earliest, in all likelihood Etruscan abece-

darium from Marsiliania dates to around 700 bc. It most resembles 

the “red” or Western Greek alphabets, but there are also obvious dif-

ferences from the first attestations onwards, such as the fact that 

the sibilants sigma and san are both retained in the Etruscan alpha-

bet, whereas none of the Greek alphabets contain both these let-

ters (see above p. 98-99). this phenomenon has been explained by 

assuming that the Etruscan alphabet derives from a period when 

the Greek alphabet still had both these letters, before the split into 

‘east’ and ‘west’ of the Greek alphabet (bonfante & bonfante 2002: 

45), which would imply an earlier date for the origins of the latter.

the Phrygian alphabet is also clearly related to the Greek alpha-

bet (e.g. same vocalisation, double use of waw, rectilinear iota, see 

34.  Cf. Ruijgh 1995: 46-47; 1997: 577; 

Brixhe 2007: 286.

35.  For an overview of the spread of 

alphabetic scripts, see Lemaire 

2008.

36.  Chavela 2013 (review of Besios et 

al. 2012); Janko 2015.

37.  Note that there may be a possibly 

earlier example from Italy: an 

alphabetic inscription has been 

found at a cemetery in the Osteria 

dell’Osa at Gabii (Latium), in a 

stratigraphic context dated to 

830-770 BC (Bietti Sestieri et al. 

1990: 83-88; Ridgway 1994: 42). 

According to new radiocarbon 

dating, the flask can be dated to 

ca. 825 BC at the latest (Nijboer 

et al. 2000: 173-174; Janko 2015: 

14). The language of this short 

inscription, scratched on a 

locally produced flask, cannot be 

established with certainty, but 

even if it is not Greek, a Greek 

intermediary has been suggested 

(Brixhe 2004: 278 n. 5). Ridgway 

(1994: 43), referring to Peruzzi 1992, 

draws attention to the remarkable 

circumstance that according 

to Dionysios of Halikarnassos 

(I.84.5) Romus and Remulus were 

sent to precisely Gabii when they 

were young to be instructed in 

Greek learning including letters 

(grammata), which according 

to the legend would have been 

around 770 BC.
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brixhe 2004: 276), but it also underwent some independent devel-

opments (e.g. the addition of an extra non-semitic sign ↑, see, 

e.g., Young 1969: 295). After the redating of the Gordion destruc-

tion level, the earliest Phrygian inscriptions known to us are now 

put at around 800 bc (brixhe 2007: 278), which makes them con-

temporaneous with, or earlier than, the oldest Greek inscription. 

the fact that Phrygian inscriptions may predate Greek inscriptions 

does not of course automatically imply that the Greeks received 

the alphabet through the Phrygians–that this is not the case is 

evident from e.g. the presence of the Phoenician letter thet in the 

Greek alphabet that was not part of the Phrygian alphabet.38 How-

ever, the Phrygian evidence is of great relevance for the discus-

sion of the origins of the Greek alphabet. the earliest inscriptions 

demonstrate that the Phrygian alphabetic tradition was already 

well established at the beginning of the 8th century. claude brix-

he rightly sees this as the result of a much longer development, 

which must go back to at least the 9th, if not the 10th century.39 

In the 8th century we thus see three related, yet clearly indepen-

dent scribal traditions, Greek, Etruscan and Phrygian. this picture 

can simply not be reconciled with a late date of the introduction of 

the alphabet in the 8th century. On the one hand, the shared simi-

larities of the three alphabets imply that they must have had a com-

mon ancestor, in which four semitic letters were already turned 

into vowels and the upsilon was added (Young 1969: 255-256). their 

notable differences, on the other hand, which are already present 

in the first extant written sources, can only be explained as the out-

comes of longer, separate developments.40 

GENrE AND NATUrE Of ThE EArlIEST INScrIpTIONS 

Lastly, it is remarkable that all extant Greek writing till ca. 650 bc 

has a popular and private character. the early corpus includes pro-

prietary and poetic inscriptions on pottery and tombstones, dedi-

cations and erotic rock graffiti, which all point to private usage.41  

As observed by teodorsson (2006: 173) this evidence indicates “an 

astonishingly broad and rapid propagation among the population”.

38.  Cf. Brixhe 2004: 284; 2007: 279.

39.  Brixhe 2004: 277; 2007: 278-279.

40.  For the possible scenarios of the 

development of the Greek and 

Phrygian alphabets, see Young 

1969; Lejeune 1969; Brixhe 2004; 

2007 and Van Dongen 2013.

41.  For an overview see Powell 1991: 

123-186.
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It is telling that some of the oldest known inscriptions, such as 

the Nestor cup of Pithekoussai, the Dipylon inscription from Ath-

ens and the recently discovered Acesander cup from Methone (see 

now Janko 2015) contain poetic verses in hexameters. Whereas the 

remarkable fact that some of the earliest known inscriptions are of 

such literary nature has by some scholars been taken as evidence 

that the Greeks introduced writing for the sole purpose of record-

ing Homer (Powell 1991), a more plausible explanation may be that 

writing was already in use for other, more mundane text genres, 

such as economic and administrative documents–usually the first 

type of texts to be put in writing–on perishable materials, before 

the first surviving literary inscriptions on durable materials.42 In-

direct evidence for the early use of writing for administrative and 

public purposes is provided by later sources, such as strabo, that 

mention the recording of the Olympic winners from 776 onwards, 

and the recording of the laws of various city states (see teodorsson 

2006: 174 with references). 

With respect to the Phrygian (and Greek) alphabet, brixhe (2007: 

279) connects the emergence of the first epigraphy with the prog-

ress of literacy among the population and the expansion of the 

domains for which writing was used. He suggests that it may first 

have been limited to economic and administrative uses, which 

were recorded on perishable materials and later moved into the 

private domain and as a consequence also became used on more 

durable materials (e.g. owner’s marks on vases). considering the 

available evidence, this scenario it is very conceivable that writ-

ing was already in use in the Aegean for commercial, economic 

and administrative purposes on perishable materials, long before 

its first preserved attestations–especially if we bear in mind that 

the Greeks traded and had contacts with numerous (literate) peo-

ple overseas.43 From the 8th century onwards, writing penetrated 

society more deeply and it started to be used for other, additional 

purposes, including private texts (proprietary and poetic inscrip-

tions, dedications etc.) on more resilient mediums, such as pottery 

and stone, which did come down to us. 

42.  Cf. Ruijgh 1995: 37, see for a good 

critique of Powell’s claim also 

Woodard 1997: 253-256.

43.  Cf. Ruijgh 1995: 37, see also below 

p. 107-108.
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SUmmAry

combining all epigraphic material one cannot but conclude that 

an earlier introduction date fits the presently available evidence, 

whereas a late introduction date leads to strained interpretations, 

improbable assumptions or ad hoc solutions. If one assumes a late 

transmission, that is in or after the 9th century bc, it implies that 

Greeks ignored certain accomplishments of the Phoenicians, such 

as a fixed direction of writing and standardized letters, but instead 

turned it into a more primitive script without fixed direction of 

writing or standardization of letters, hence supposedly coinciden-

tally mimicking the situation in the Proto-canaanite phase. When 

the Greeks finally did fix the writing order, it was in the complete 

opposite direction of that in use by the Phoenicians at the time it 

was supposedly borrowed by the Greeks. the Greek alphabet sub-

sequently would have spread, developed and diverged with enor-

mous speed over a large geographical area and instantaneously 

circulated among the population being used for all kinds of private 

purposes–facts that are all the more remarkable after a long “dark 

age” of 300 years in which writing is assumed to have been un-

known. the Etruscan and Phrygian alphabets, which are clearly re-

lated to the Greek alphabet, apparently developed independently, 

but at the same incredible pace.

If, by contrast, one allows for an earlier date, i.e. in or before the 

11th century (Naveh), a more plausible scenario unfolds itself: the 

Greeks took over the script and existing writing conventions (writ-

ing direction, letter shapes and word dividers) in the form in which 

it was in use at that time; the Greek alphabet then gradually spread 

and developed, which accounts for the regional divergences as well 

as the dissimilarities between Greek and Phoenician writing. Like-

wise, the Phrygian and Etruscan alphabets, which share a common 

ancestor with the Greek alphabet, continued to develop indepen-

dently at their own (natural) pace.

the earliest records, which have not survived, in all likelihood in-

cluded administrative and economic records on perishable materi-

als. It was only in a later phase (from ca. the 8th century onwards) 

that the use of writing also extended to other domains, including 
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44.  Ruijgh 1995: 26-31, Ruijgh 1997: 

567-569. The objections of Slings 

1998: 653 against this theory are 

not convincing and have been 

adequately countered by Ruijgh 

1998: 662-663, 680-681. The view of 

Ruijgh has further been criticized 

by Teodorsson 2006: 171 who sees 

the choice for het instead of he to 

represent /h/ as an entirely natural 

one. On the phonetic value of 

Greek e and h see also Brixhe 1991: 

317-323. 

(private) inscriptions on more durable materials, which as a conse-

quence did survive. this scenario has an additional advantage: it 

would imply that the illiterate Dark Age of the Greeks did not last 

exceptionally longer than in the neighbouring areas, but that the 

events in the Aegean were in line with larger, transregional devel-

opments (see also below p. 109-111).

III. THE LINGUISTIC EVIDENCE

the Phoenician consonantal script was not entirely suited for the 

Greek language and therefore some changes and adjustments 

were made. Letters were added and some Phoenician letters ac-

quired a different sound value in the Greek alphabet. some of these 

developments are better explained if one assumes an early intro-

duction of the alphabet. In the following a selection of these will 

be addressed. 

ThE lETTEr hETA

A scholar who has strongly argued for an early introduction (around 

1000 bc) from a linguistic point of view, is cornelis ruijgh. In a num-

ber of intricate articles (1995, 1997, 1998, 2011), which unfortunately 

have not received the attention they deserve, he lists several–mainly 

linguistic–arguments for an earlier date for the introduction of the 

Greek alphabet. One of ruijgh’s prime arguments is the letter heta 

(H), expressing the Greek sound /h/. His theory may be summarized 

as follows: When the Greeks took over the Phoenician alphabet they 

could choose between a weak he (the later Greek epsilon) and a strong 

het (the later Greek eta) to represent the Greek sound /h/. the choice 

for the latter (i.e. strong het) rather than the weak he implies that the 

Greek /h/ was strong at the time the alphabet was borrowed. the 

earliest Greek inscriptions show, however, that in the 8th century bc 

the Greek /h/ was already weak and no longer functioned as a full 

consonant. As a consequence, ruijgh plausibly concludes that the 

alphabet must have been introduced before that time.44 



ThE lETTEr phI

the origin of the letter phi (Φ), the second addition to the alpha-

bet after upsilon, is unclear. It has long been noted that it bears a 

strong resemblance to archaic forms of qoppa.45 A connection be-

tween these letters has, however, generally been rejected due to 

phonological incompatibility.46 brixhe suggests that the /ph/ value 

for this sign may be explained if the Greek language still had la-

biovelars when the alphabet was taken over.47 

brixhe postulates that the qoppa initially represented the la-

biovelar sounds /kw/, /gw/ and /kwh/ in the Greek alphabet. Ac-

cording to a normal phonological development /kw(h)/ eventually 

changed into /p(h)/ and /gw/ into /b/. Only before the vowels u/o the 

qoppa retained the value /k/. In the ensuing situation, the non-as-

pirate sound /p/ could be expressed by the letter pi (Π) and /b/ by 

the letter beta (Β). the value /ph/ was rendered with pi (Π), or with 

pi + heta (ΠH) in some alphabets, but most alphabets introduced a 

new variant of qoppa to represent the sound value /ph/.48 

As with the letter waw, the letter qop was thus borrowed twice 

to represent two related sounds. the qoppa, which retained its 

original place in the alphabet, continued to be used for the gut-

tural /k/ before o/u, and the second borrowing, the letter phi, was 

added after upsilon to represent the sound /ph/.49 this scenario 

would for the first time give a satisfactory solution to the origin of 

the letter phi. the implication is, once more, that Greek alphabet 

must be considerably older than the 8th century bc.

45.  See Heubeck 1979: 92-93; Miller 1994: 

51-52). Note that the qoppa letter 

was no longer used after the middle 

of 6th century except in some Doric 

dialects, which used it well into the 

5th century, see Jeffery & Johnston 

1990: 34.

46.  Wachter 1989; see also Miller  

1994: 52.

47.  Brixhe 1991: 340-344; and 

independently also Miller 1994:  

52-53.

48.  The link with Linear B signs 

suggested by Miller 1994:  

52 seems less attractive.

49.  The small adjustment of the sign 

phi–the vertical continuing in the 

circle–to distinguish it from qoppa, 

finds a nice parallel in the Latin 

alphabet, where the letter G is 

created by adding an extra stroke  

to distinguish it from the letter C.  

I am grateful to Marco Poelwijk for 

pointing this out to me.
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SUmmAry

From a linguistic point of view, an earlier date for the alphabet is 

attractive. It would explain the choice for the letter heta for /h/ and 

it would offer an appealing solution to the longstanding problem 

of the origins of the letter phi.50 by contrast, to my knowledge no 

linguistic arguments have been put forward that would favour a 

later date.51

50.  Not included here is the complex 

matter of the sibilants, which 

is sometimes also used as 

an argument for an earlier 

introduction. In the Phoenician 

consonantal script, there were no 

less than four sibilants: zayin  

(voiced s, i.e. [z]), shin [sh], samek 

(unvoiced s) and ṣade [ts]. The 

Greeks used shin for /s/ (sigma)–

except for some dialects in which 

ṣade (Greek san) seems to have  

been used for /s/–the zayin for  

/dz/ (zeta) and samek for /ks/ (xi). It 

has been proposed that samek, ṣade 

and zayin were originally affricated, 

representing [ts - ts’- dz], see e.g. 

Krebernik 2007: 128; Tropper 2000; 

Streck 2006). The use of the letters 

zayin and samek in Greek for /dz/ 

and /ks/ would be easier explained 

if the affricated articulation of 

these letters was still current when 

the Greeks took over the script 

(Krebernik 2007: 128; Woodard 1997: 

156; Tropper 2000: 320) and would 

make the assumed Greek mix-up 

between letter names and their 

sounds as suggested by Jeffery & 

Johnston (1990: 26-28) unnecessary. 

It is, however, unclear when this de-

affrication process took place and 

this may not have happened till the 

first millennium BC (see Krebernik 

2007: 128; Tropper 2000: 319). Ruijgh 

(1995: 32-36; 1997: 563-565) suggests 

that in the Greek alphabet originally 

the letter ṣade (san) was used for the 

value /ts/ and that the normal /s/ 

was rendered by sigma. Later, initial 

/ts/ resulted in /s/ or /ss/ in most 

dialects, but to /tt/ in Attic, Aelion 

and Cretan. As a consequence, the 

letter (t)san became redundant as it 

now coincided with sigma or tau. In 

most regions, the (t)san disappeared 

and the sigma remained except 

for the Aegean islands and the 

Peloponnesos, where san remained 

and sigma disappeared. Since initial  

/ts/ had already developed into /s/ 

at ca. 800 BC, it follows the creation 

of the alphabet must have taken 

place before that time. Though this 

theory sounds attractive, as pointed 

out by Slings (1998: 648-649), the 

Cretan evidence seems to plead 

against this scenario. In this dialect, 

the sound /ts/ was still preserved 

when the first inscriptions start, 

but it was never written with san 

(which was used for s) but expressed 

by means of the letter zeta. One 

wonders with Slings why the Cretans 

did not simply (continue to) use san for 

/ts/. However, it is of interest that 

archaic inscriptions from Thera and 

Corinth do seem to use san for /ts/, 

see Brixhe: 1991: 324. The discussion 

is further complicated by the letter 

sampi, which is a later addition to 

the Ionic alphabets. It has been 

connected with Phoenician ṣade by 

Ruijgh and other scholars, but not 

this is not generally accepted (for 

discussion, see Slings 1998: 644-647. 

Note further that Brixhe (1991: 

330-334) questions whether san and 

sigma originally had different values 

and discusses the earlier made 

suggestion that the Greek san (M) 

is in fact a rotated version of sigma 

(Σ) and that both letters derived 

from Phoenician shin. All in all, the 

evidence is too inconclusive to allow 

any firm conclusions.

51.  The objections of Slings 1998 against 

the arguments of Ruijgh for an 

earlier date do not necessarily 

imply a later date. Note that Slings 

himself remarks in the introduction 

of his article (p. 641) that he does 

in principle not have any serious 

problems with Ruijgh’s hypothesis 

that the Greek alphabet must have 

been created earlier.
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IV. THE ARGUMENT FROM SILENCE

the most important argument for a late introduction of the Greek 

alphabet is the absence of evidence: there are no certain Greek 

alphabetic inscriptions attested before the 8th century bc. car-

penter remarks in his AJA article that “[this] argument grows every 

year more formidable, and more conclusive” (1933: 27). Yet, an ar-

gument from silence is never more than that: it remains inconclu-

sive, even if the silence is thunderingly loud.

First of all, the dominant writing mediums for alphabetic scripts 

in antiquity were in general perishable materials such as leather, 

wood or papyrus. If we exclude digital documents, this is still the 

case today: paper is the most common medium for writing alpha-

betic texts. Due to their ephemeral nature, survival of these texts 

under Greek climatic conditions is not to be expected. the oldest 

papyrus from Greece dates from the 4th century bc, but no one 

seriously claims that this material was not in use before to record 

writing (ruijgh 1997: 536). It is also important to bear in mind that 

this “silence” not only occurs in Greece, but throughout the entire 

region in which alphabets were used–which is of course linked to 

the perishable nature of the writing materials involved. 

Joseph Naveh and others have drawn attention to the very 

similar situation with respect to the Hebrew alphabet. It is gener-

ally accepted that this alphabet was adopted in the 12th/11th cen-

tury bc, soon after the conquest of canaan, but in fact the earli-

est Hebrew inscriptions do not predate the 9th/8th century bc. 

From this period, there is only one inscription–the Gezer calendar, 

which may in fact be Phoenician. there is thus a period without 

written sources of some 350 years, which is even more striking if 

one remembers that Palestine is one of the most intensively exca-

vated areas of the eastern Mediterranean world (cross 1979: 109). 

cross (1979: 108-109) further points to the ca. 500-year long si-

lence between the branching apart of the ancestral Proto-Arabic 

script from Proto-canaanite in the 13th century bc and the earli-

est inscriptions in Old south Arabic dating to the 8th century bc. 
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Another telling parallel may be found in cyprus. It is clear that 

there must have been continuity in the syllabary tradition from 

cypro-Minoan to the cyprian syllabary, despite the absence of 

documents in any related script from ca. 950 to the 8th century.52 

there are many more examples of periods of deep and utter si-

lence in the written record from other historical periods and cul-

tures that can be adduced in order to demonstrate that, though 

absence of evidence should of course not be disregarded, it is cer-

tainly not conclusive. 

As shown above, the shortage of written sources is ubiquitous 

in this period in the Mediterranean and the Near East. Apart from 

a change in the political landscape and social structures, the tran-

sition from the Late bronze Age to the Early Iron Age witnessed 

the expansion of alphabetic writing on perishable materials, 

which may for a large part explain the apparent textual darkness 

of this period. It is evident that the 8th century brought changes 

and an explosion of written data, which is not only the case in 

Greece but also in the Levant.53 As argued above on p. 101-102, from 

the 8th century onwards the use of writing expanded; it was no 

longer restricted to economic and administrative texts on perish-

able materials, but, as literacy among the population spread, it 

also became used for private inscriptions of a proprietary, dedica-

tive and poetic nature on more robust mediums.

It may be risky to assume the existence of material that is not 

extant, but it is equally hazardous to focus only on the scanty ma-

terial which just happened to have survived. It is good to bear in 

mind that since carpenter’s claim new inscriptions have turned 

up, such as the Nestor cup (ca. 750-700 bc), the Acesander cup (ca. 

700 bc) and the Osteria dell’Osa inscription (ca. 830-770 bc, see 

n. 37 on p. 100). these discoveries and the redating of the earliest 

Phrygian inscriptions to ca. 800 bc have already pushed the date 

back some 100 years from ca. 700 to ca. 800 bc, demonstrating–

to quote sherlock Holmes–“how dangerous it always is to reason 

from insufficient data”.54  

52.  Cf. Woodard 1997: 257; Ruijgh 

1997: 549; Heubeck 1979: 65ff, 85ff; 

Bernal 1990: 55; Vokotopoulos 

2007: 262; Egetmeyer 2013. 

53.  This overall long and conspicuous 

absence of (written) records fits 

in well with the proposal of James 

et al. 1991 to considerably reduce 

the length of the Dark Age, but 

this thesis has not found general 

support among archaeologists 

(see I. Morris 1997: 538).

54.  Doyle 1892: 156. 
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V. RETHINKING THE GREEK DARK AGE

In the early 1930’s when the current paradigm was established, the 

early Iron Age in the Aegean was perceived as a true “Dark Age”, in 

which Greece was in complete decline and isolated from its sur-

roundings regions. the idea of contacts between Greeks and Phoe-

nicians in this period was seen as problematic. characteristically, 

in 1933 rhys carpenter reportedly dismissed the notion that the 

Phoenicians may have already visited the Aegean before the 8th 

century as a “mirage” and a “hopeless illusion”.55   

since then, our perception of the Greek Dark Age and intercon-

nectivity in the ancient world has fundamentally changed. It is ex-

plicitly not the aim of this paragraph to present a full discussion of 

all the now available archaeological evidence, but I will briefly men-

tion some important new insights, which show that the necessary 

infrastructure for the transmission of the alphabet was already in 

place long before the 8th century. Over the last decades, it has be-

come more and more clear that contacts between Greece and the 

Near East have existed for a long time, dating back to at least the 

third millennium bc. Evidence for contact with Greece and the Le-

vant and the rest of the Near East is abundantly attested for the 

Late bronze Age. Greece formed part of an international network 

of trade and entertained diplomatic contacts with Egypt, Hittite 

Anatolia and the Levant. 

In the following Dark Age our sources are scanty and contacts 

may have been less intense, but they were certainly not absent.56 

though no-one would deny that there is a breach between the end 

of the Late bronze Age and the following Iron Age, recent studies 

have demonstrated that there was also a fair amount of continuity 

and that the Mediterranean Dark Ages were not as dark as previ-

ously assumed in the entire Aegean.57 Maritime activity continued, 

and there was still exchange and contact with the ancient Near 

East.58 though parts of Greece may have remained poor and iso-

lated, places like Knossos and Lefkandi have produced evidence for 

the existence of larger and prosperous communities (crielaard 1995: 

264). recently, Antonis Kotsonas has established that Early Iron Age 

55.  When addressing the idea of early 

Phoenician visits to the Aegean 

in a lecture in 1933, Carpenter is 

said to have exclaimed: “Mirage, 

mirage! Hopeless illusion!” (for 

reference, see McCarter 1975:  

14 n. 33).

56.  For a recent overview of the 

contacts between the Aegean 

and the ancient Near East, see 

Broodbank 2013, especially 

chapters 8 and 9.

57.  Dickinson 2006, esp. p. 246; 

Kourou 2009: 361. Note that some 

scholars such as Woodard and 

Albright have also argued for a 

continuous tradition of literacy in 

Greece. Woodard (1997: 257) sees a 

link between the Cypriot Syllabary 

with the Greek alphabet, whereas 

Albright sees a continuous 

tradition of writing on papyri, 

but rather prefers to prolong the 

period in which Linear B was used, 

not excluding the possibility that 

the two might overlap (1950: 156, 

see also 1956: 164 with reference to 

Alan J.B. Wace).

58.  Vokotopoulos 2007: 260; Dickinson 

2006: 196-218.
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Knossos was nearly three times larger than previously thought.59  

Finds in cyprus and crete from the 11th and 10th century show 

that there were contacts with the Phoenicians.60 Evidence for 

writing includes a Phoenician inscribed bronze bowl found nearby 

Knossos. the date of this “tekke bowl” is debated, and proposals 

range from the 11th century to ca. 900 bc.61 the Phoenician bous-

trophedonic inscription of the Nora fragment from sardinia (not 

to be confused with the 9th century Nora stele), dated to the 11th 

century by cross (1987), shows that Phoenician presence extended 

even more westwards in that period.62  

In sum, there is sufficient evidence that during the Iron Age the 

Greeks were in contact with the Phoenicians and a transmission 

of the alphabet in the 11th century bc is not impossible.63 In fact, 

the new insights about this period do not only make such an earlier 

transmission possible, but also likely. since the Greeks had contact 

with the Phoenicians (and other people) who made use of writing, 

it seems hardly credible that Greece, as the only region in the area, 

would have remained illiterate for over three centuries–especially 

since, as we now know, this period was not all bleak and regressive. 

What is more, the Aegean was not unfamiliar with writing as it had 

been in use in for some 700 years till ca. 1180 bc. the decipherment 

of Linear b in 1952 by Michael Ventris showed that writing was al-

ready used to record the Greek language from ca. 1450 bc onwards. 

59.  Kotsonas has presented the results 

of his field research, which form part 

of the colloquium “Long-Term Urban 

Dynamics at Knossos: The Knossos 

Urban Landscape Project, 2005-2015” 

at the 117th Annual Meeting of the 

Archaelogical Institute of America 

and Society for Classical Studies in 

January 2016, for more information 

see http://www.uc.edu/news/

NR.aspx?id=22648 (viewed 30-06-

2018).

60.  See, e.g., Cross 1987: 71; Cross 

1980; Negbi 1982; S. Morris 1997: 

607; Kourou 2000; Puech 1983. As 

Dickinson (2006: 197) rightly warns 

however, one should be careful not 

to label everything Near Eastern or 

Levantine as Phoenician.

61.  Puech 1983 dates the grave to 10th 

century (thus also Kourou 2000: 

1070; 2009: 366) and the inscription 

to the 11th century BC (thus also 

Cross 1980: 15-17). Dickinson (2006: 

199) dates the context to around 

900 BC allowing the bowl, which 

he sees as a gift or ‘heirloom’ to 

be as much as a century earlier. 

Vokotopoulos (2007: 261) dates the 

bowl to ca. 900 BC. 

62.  Note that Röllig 1982 has criticized 

this early dating but his arguments 

have been countered by Cross 1987.

63.  The fact that Phoenician 

inscriptions dating to the 9th 

century and later have been found 

in the Aegean (see e.g. Kenzelmann 

Pfyffer et al. 2005; Theurillat 2007; 

Bourogiannis 2012) may be seen 

as evidence that contacts with 

the Phoenicians continued. These 

discoveries do, however, not exclude 

earlier contacts, nor an earlier 

introduction of the Greek alphabet.
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Lastly, as already mentioned above (p. 101-102), an earlier date for 

the introduction of the Greek alphabet would place the situation in 

the Aegean in line with the overall developments in the surround-

ing areas in the ancient Near East.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN QUESTIONS

In the above several arguments have been put forward that plead 

for an early introduction of the Greek alphabet in or before the 11th 

century bc. they may be summarized as follows:

1.  the Greek alphabet shares certain characteristics with West-

semitic inscriptions, which were in use up to the first half of 11th 

century bc, which include:

•�The�unfixed�writing�direction�of�the�script.

•�The�instability�and�variety�of�letter�forms.

•�The�use�of�multiple�dots�as�well�as�vertical�lines�as�word�dividers.�

2.  An earlier transmission of the Greek alphabet agrees with a 

number of important facts, which remain awkwardly unsolved 

if one assumes a later date:

•��The�fact�that�there�existed�multiple�distinct�Greek�alphabet�tra-

ditions already from the 8th century onwards.

•��The� fact� that� the� Greek� alphabets� of� the� 8th� century� show� a�

great regional variety in letter shapes.

•��The�fact�that�in�the�8th�century�there�are�already�three�clearly�re-

lated, yet independent, fully developed alphabets: Greek, Phry-

gian and Etruscan.

•��The�fact�that�the�Greek�alphabet�is�attested�in�a�large�geographi-

cal area in and outside of Greece already from the 8th century 

onwards.

•��The�fact�that�already�in�the�8th�century�the�script�was�used�ex-

tensively for private purposes.

3.  An earlier transmission of the Greek alphabet offers a good ex-

planation for the use and/or phonological value of the letters phi 

and heta.

4.  An earlier introduction of the Greek alphabet would mean that 

the developments in Greece are contemporaneous with and 
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similar to those in neighbouring regions and that there was no 

exceptionally long illiterate phase in the Aegean. 

5.  An earlier adaptation of writing would fit well with recent ar-

chaeological insights that more and more show that the Greek 

Dark Age was not as dark as has long been assumed, but that 

there was a substantial amount of prosperity and continuity 

and that international contacts and trade did not disappear 

completely.

the only argument for a later date that is currently still standing 

is the argumentum ex silentio. As has been demonstrated above, this 

silence is not unique to Greece, nor is it surprising considering the 

fact the alphabetic writing was and is mostly used on perishable 

writing materials. Above all, the argument cannot be seen as con-

clusive. Our lack of data is admittedly problematic, but this should 

all the more force us to leave open the possibility of other scenari-

os, and look for the most likely one.

the particular constellation of our data can only be adequately 

explained as the product of a longer development. It is simply not 

credible that all the above changes happened within less than 

fifty years, no matter how favourable the intellectual climate or 

how “intensively active” the people involved. In the present de-

bate, the date 800 bc at times appears to be set in stone, hence 

impeding academic progress and inviting circular argumenta-

tion. New floors, doors and windows are added to the building of 

the old paradigm, without adequately considering the need for a 

general overhaul. Against this stand new discoveries, made in the 

last decades, that have resulted in a substantial revision of our 

views of the early origins of the alphabet; they are a clear warning 

of the dangers of relying too heavily only on the evidence pres-

ently available to us.

It may be clear that the scenario suggested here does not an-

swer all questions and in addition raises new ones. Many aspects 

have not, or only briefly, been touched upon. I have not addressed 

the complex matter of the location of the transmission of the al-

phabet, for which various proposals have been made, ranging 

from cyprus (e.g. Woodard 1997), crete (e.g. Guarducci 1987: 18-19), 
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Euboea (e.g. ruijgh 1995: 38-39; 1997: 556; teodorsson 2006) to cili-

cia (e.g. Young 1969; brixhe 2004, recently also Van Dongen 2013). 

related to this is the question as to the relationship between the 

Greek, Phrygian and Etruscan alphabets, which deserves further 

attention (see Waal forthcoming).

Lastly, it should be stressed that most of the arguments present-

ed here have already been made before by eminent scholars. they 

have, however, mainly done so from the viewpoint of their own dis-

cipline. In some cases, new data have come to light since the latest 

relevant publication from a particular sub-field. by combining the 

epigraphic, archaeological and linguistic evidence and including 

recent insights, I hope to have shown that the possibility that the 

Greek alphabet is considerably older than is usually assumed can 

no longer be ignored. 

VII. APPENDIX: HOMERIC QUESTIONS

the origins of the Greek alphabet are inevitably tied to the question 

of Homer and the two epics that have been attributed to him, the 

Iliad and the Odyssey. there has been and still is much controversy 

about the date of Homer as well as the genesis and transmission of 

his poems. this immense and complicated discussion falls beyond 

the scope of this paper, but I would like to briefly address some 

points here regarding the presumed oral character of Homer.

hOmEr AND OrAl TrADITION

since the 1930’s, the Oralist theory of Milman Parry and his student 

Albert Lord has dominated the Homeric debate. based on compari-

son with the serbo-croatian guslari the Oralists concluded that the 

Homeric poems must have been orally composed by means of an 

elaborate system of formulas. they established that Homer was an 

oral poet and that the poems were the result of a centuries long 

process of oral tradition from the Mycenaean period through the 

Dark Age.64 

64.  For a good discussion of the 

Oralist theory, see Thomas 1992: 

29-51 and Foley 1997: 146-147. 
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the conclusions of Parry and Lord have been generally accepted, 

though they are not as decisive as they appear. the Oralists made 

a sharp distinction between “orality” and “literacy” which were 

seen as mutually exclusive (Lord 1978: 129, 137). there is much evi-

dence against this view and it is now generally acknowledged that 

the opposition between oral and written is not as clear-cut. the 

work of anthropologists like ruth Finnegan and Jack Goody has 

shown that there is no such thing as the oral tradition. Finnegan 

(1977: 17) distinguishes three ways in which a poem most readily 

can be called oral in terms of its (1) composition, (2) mode of trans-

mission and (3) performance (compare also Goody 1987: 80). some 

poetry may be oral in only one respect, others in all three, but 

more than often there exists some form of overlap with written 

literature. Interaction between written and oral form is extremely 

common and the concept of oralness must thus be seen as relative 

(Finnegan 1977: 160).

Further, it has become clear that the so-called oral-formulaic 

style, which Parry and Lord regard as a typical characteristic of 

orally composed poetry, is not necessarily restricted to orality. As 

demonstrated by e.g. benson (1966) the heavily formulaic style is 

characteristic not just of Old English “oral” epics such as Beowulf, 

but also of written compositions in Old English. He concludes 

that a low or high percentage of formulae reveals nothing about 

whether or not a composition is literate.65 Jack Goody (1987: 99) 

cautiously wonders if the tyrannie de la formule may not in fact be 

a typical written development of features found in oral works. In 

other words, it is impossible to state with certainty that the Ho-

meric epics were a completely oral product, that is in their compo-

sition, transmission as well as their performance, or only in one or 

two of these respects.66  

the fact that one cannot be certain that Homer was an oral 

poet, does of course not automatically mean that he was part of 

a literate culture and made use of writing. there are however, a 

number of elements in Homer that make it worthwhile to (re)con-

sider this scenario, as they may be better explained if one assumes 

that his poems were the product of mixed oral-written tradition.

65.  See also Finnegan 1977: 69-72 who 

gives more examples of written 

works in “formulaic style”. For 

discussion hereof, see Lord 1995: 

101-113 (with further references).

66.  This problem has been 

acknowledged and discussed by 

classicists such as e.g. Thomas 

1992; Foley 1997; Janko 1982: 18-41; 

Bakker 1997: 285-288; 2005: 38-55; 

Merritt Sale 1996: 24; Stanley 1993: 

275-279.
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ArchAIc ElEmENTS AND AccUrATE (vErbATIm) OrAl 
TrANSmISSION 

there are a number of archaic linguistic elements in the Homeric 

epics, some of which date back to the Late bronze Age, or possibly 

even before. both the phonology of the language as well as cer-

tain syntactic features such as tmesis have been shown to be of 

considerable antiquity.67 the archaic elements in Homer are not 

confined to language: there are also historical parts that refer to 

an earlier age.68 

If one adheres to the communis opinio that the epics were not 

written down before the 8th century this would imply that archaic 

linguistic elements, which were no longer used in ordinary spoken 

language, as well as details of objects, people and places that no 

longer existed were preserved and orally transmitted accurately 

and even verbatim over several centuries. though this cannot be 

excluded, this assumption is not supported by anthropological 

67.  Ruijgh 1995: 17-25, 57-92; Bennet 

1997: 524, Latacz 2004: 259-274.

68.  A well-known but not undisputed 

example is the Catologue of Ships 

in Iliad II. This list of over 200 lines 

that enumerates the Aegean ships 

leaving for Troy is generally agreed 

to represent the geopolitical 

situation in the Late Bronze Age, 

though with some clearly later 

interpolations (Page 1959: 120; 

Hope Simpson & Lazenby 1970; 

Latacz 2004: 219-228). Not all places 

mentioned have been identified, 

but those who have all show 

Mycenaean occupation. Apparently, 

many of these locations were 

abandoned after 1200 and no longer 

inhabited afterwards (though recent 

archaeological research in Greece is 

consistently showing that there was 

more continuity between the LBA 

and Iron Age than has been assumed 

thus far). Admittedly, we cannot be 

sure how exact the transmission 

of the Catalogue of Ships was, but 

one may note that, regardless 

of its accuracy, its presence is in 

itself remarkable, as such long 

and detailed enumerations are 

uncommon for purely oral poetry 

and more typical for (early) literate 

societies (Goody 1987: 99; Vansina 

1985: 178-182). It has been suggested 

that the Catalogue of Ships was 

a later addition to the epic, but 

even so, this information still 

must have been transmitted over 

several centuries. The suggestion 

of Kirk (1976: 20) that the catalogue 

survived as a “bare list” without 

descriptions (which he sees as 

later additions) outside of the epic 

tradition “for two or perhaps three 

generations by means of more 

casual storytelling and reminiscence 

before being crystallized in 

poetry” is not convincing, as the 

long inventory of very specific 

geographical names, with or 

without descriptions, hardly qualify 

as “casual storytelling”. And even 

after being “crystallized in poetry” 

it is hard to imagine that this type 

of list could survive for over 500 

years, especially if this list no longer 

reflected the present geopolitical 

situation. Based on research of oral 

traditions in Africa, Jan Vansina 

(1985) estimates that some 200 

years seems to be the longest 

stretch possible for authentic 

preservation, and only in certain 

circumstances (see for discussion 

Sancisi-Weerdenburg 1994: 43-49; 

Thomas 1992: 108). This is of course 

not to say that the memorizing of 

such lists for recital were impossible 

(see Minchin 1996), but reciting by 

heart during a performance after 

endless repetition is still a long 

way from more or less exact oral 

transmission from generation to 

generation for half a millennium.
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studies on extant oral traditions, which show that exact, especially 

literal, oral transmission of (longer) texts is quite uncommon.69 the 

example of the relatively accurate transmission of the (short) bal-

lad Barbara Allen over a longer period of time quoted by Finnegan 

(1977: 136-137) is instructive as the early (18th century) and late ver-

sion (20th century) show quite some differences and the similarity 

between them is certainly not verbatim. 

the slavic material studied by Lord and Parry also offers little 

evidence for precise and literal repetition. the same epics recorded 

on various locations reveal great variety in form and comparison of 

the songs with text books from 1886 disclose changes in content as 

well. Parry (1966: 88) comments with respect to a slavic bard that 

he is far “from any understanding of verbal accuracy in our sense”.70 

All in all, though the strict scheme of the dactylic hexameter may of 

course have helped to preserve older elements, it is not self-evident 

that archaic linguistic forms and lists of names and places which 

were no longer in use could have been passed on from generation 

to generation for centuries in a strictly oral context.71  

OrAl vErSUS lITErATE SOcIETIES

When discussing oral tradition, a further distinction may be made 

between oral literature produced in a purely oral society and in a 

society that is familiar with written literature. this implies an es-

sential difference, even if the knowledge of writing is confined to 

69.  See e.g. Goody 1987: 82-84; Finnegan 

1977: 150-152; Ong 2002: 56-63. The 

only possible example of exact oral 

transmission of long compositions 

are the Vedas. These sacred 

Indian texts allegedly have been 

orally composed and transmitted 

verbatim over centuries. The 

purely oral nature of these texts 

has been questioned for various 

reasons (for a detailed discussion 

see Goody 1987: 110-122; Ong 2002: 

63-65; Finnegan 1977: 150-152). In 

any case, the Vedas were sacred 

texts confined to the milieu of the 

literate (!) Brahmins, who went to 

extreme lengths to ensure their 

correct transmission, using all kinds 

of mnemonic techniques. This is 

quite a different situation from that 

of the transmission of the epics of 

Homer and it for one shows that 

exact repetition is not a quality that 

comes easily or naturally in oral 

transmission. 

70.  As pointed out by Goody (1987: 

88), this is not due to a failure 

of understanding or a lack of 

psychological capacity, but 

without a written text it can be 

difficult to know whether or not 

two versions of a long recitation 

are the “same” or not. 

71.  Though oral tradition is often 

associated with archaisms, 

Finnegan (1977: 111) has concluded 

that the once-held model of “oral 

tradition” as necessarily involving 

the preservation of older strata 

of language and culture has to be 

rejected.
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a small circle and the poets may not be literate themselves (Goody 

1987). According to Goody (1987: 98-100), the Homeric poems are 

in many respects very unlike those of cultures without writing. 

Likewise, stanley (1993: 274) concludes that the Iliad diverges too 

much from the nine criteria of primary oral culture according to 

Ong (2002: 36-56) to qualify as a product of “pure” oral culture.72 

It is of interest to note that the slavic oral poetry which formed 

the main point of comparison for Lord and Parry is also the prod-

uct of a literate society. some, though certainly not all, of the bards 

were literate and written versions existed of some of the songs per-

formed by the bards.73 

hOmErIc INcONSISTENcIES

recently, West (2014) has emphasized that the Oralist theory does 

not answer all questions and difficulties surrounding the Homeric 

epics–which are after all written texts–and there are certain discon-

tinuities that remain to be explained. From the point of view of oral 

poetry in the strict sense, the Homeric epics have relatively few in-

consistencies, but there are some. the most well-known examples 

may be that of the Embassy to Achilles which first consists of three 

and later of two persons and the Catalogue of Ships which shows 

some discrepancies with the rest of the epic. this list is therefore 

usually seen as a later addition, possibly originally part of a differ-

ent tradition (see also n. 68 on p. 115). such inconsistencies are, 

however, few and inconsequential in comparison with other cases.

West distinguishes several layers in the Iliad which would ac-

count for these inconsistencies. He plausibly concludes that the 

Iliad was composed over a longer period of time, and that the poet 

did not advance steadily from alpha to omega without looking back, 

but made expansions in what he had already written (West 2014: 

48). since West takes the alphabet to have been introduced only 

in the 8th century, he is forced to date all these different layers af-

ter 800 because he needs a literary context. His arguments might, 

however, gain further strength if one allows for some elements of 

the epics to have already been put in writing in earlier times, which 

were subsequently used and reworked by Homer. A further reason 

72.  Stanley (1993) also draws attention 

to the structural connections and 

complex analytical principles of 

the organization of the epic, which 

are hard to reconcile with pure 

orality.

73.  Lord 1978: 132-138; Goody 1987: 

84-86; Finnegan 1977: 71. Lord (1978: 

132-136) claims that work of writers 

in the style of the oral epic can be 

distinguished from truly oral epic, 

but also notes that some written 

works have been mistaken for a 

collection of oral epics. Later, he 

admits that in some cases the 

distinction cannot be made (Lord 

1995: 231).
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to doubt the strictly oral character is, as pointed out by Michael 

reichel (1992), the striking resemblance between the Iliad and the 

(written) epic of Gilgamesh.74  

ThE GIlGAmESh EpIc

When addressing the genesis and transmission of the Homeric ep-

ics, the Gilgamesh Epic provides an interesting point of comparison. 

this monumental work consisting of 12 cuneiform tablets is with-

out doubt the most famous ancient Near Eastern epic that has 

come down to us. As has often been pointed out, the epic shows 

some remarkable similarities with the Iliad and the Odyssey. these 

include similarities in style, themes, metaphors, structure and the 

use of formulas, epithets and repetition.75 this shows for one how 

much, in the words of Martin West (1966: 31) “Greece is part of Asia”. 

the Gilgamesh epic is generally regarded as a literary product 

that is ultimately based on popular stories which for a long time 

must have been transmitted mainly orally (George 2003: 17-33; 

Henkelman 2006: 628-629). At a certain point, these oral stories 

were reshaped and reworked to create a new, unified poem. the 

first written attestations of a united composition about Gilgamesh 

date to around the 18th century, the last one to the 2nd century bc. 

though the earlier copies of the epic are not completely preserved, 

it is clear that various textual versions existed. the work continued 

to develop over the first centuries and different, regional traditions 

outside of Mesopotamia have been documented.76 the epic is best 

known in the “standard version” which has come down to us in cop-

ies from the 1st millennium bc. In the babylonian tradition, this 

standard version has been attributed to the Homer-like figure of 

sin-lēqi-unninni, whose date and exact role in the composition of 

the epic are unclear.77 

When the epic was put into writing, this did not mean “the 

death knell” of the oral tradition, as assumed by Lord (1978: 137), 

but it continued to flourish. the Gilgamesh related motifs in Meso-

potamian art and iconography can be seen as evidence that the 

oral circulating of stories about this hero continued outside of the 

74.  Alternatively, De Jong (2009: 

108), who also points out the 

striking resemblances between 

the “oral” Homeric epics and the 

“written” Gilgamesh epic, sees the 

complexity of the Homeric epics 

as a confirmation of the power of 

oral story telling.

75.  See also Reichel 1992, De Jong 

2009.

76.  George 2003: 22-27; Henkelman 

2006: 826-827; Vanstiphout 2002: 

28-29.

77.  George 2003: 28-30; Tigay 1982: 

246-247; Vanstiphout 2002: 29.
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scribal community and narrow circles of courtly entertainment 

(George 2003: 100). Further, the variety in the written versions is 

best explained if one assumes a “larger network in which orally 

transmitted versions of the epic as well as less literary stories on 

the hero circulated widely and in which public recitations of the 

epic, with some kind of musical accompaniment, may well have 

played a considerable role” (Henkelman 2006: 827). 

considering the fact that the epic of Gilgamesh and the Ho-

meric epics bear so many resemblances, it is attractive to consider 

that their genesis may have been similar as well. Like the Gilgamesh 

epic, the Iliad and the Odysssey may have their origins in various 

(shorter) poems and stories (in this case about the trojan war), 

which were at a certain moment reworked to create a unified 

composition. some (parts of) of these poems may have been writ-

ten down already at an earlier date, which would account for the 

many archaic elements in the Homeric epics. In this scenario, the 

Iliad and Odyssey are to be understood as the products of a mixed 

oral-written tradition. 

Obviously, these suggestions require much further research, 

but it is worthwhile to consider that the Homeric epics were not 

created and passed on strictly orally, but that some form of liter-

ary tradition may have co-existed with oral tradition. An in-depth 

and systematic comparison between the epics of Homer and the 

Gilgamesh epic (and other contemporaneous ancient Near Eastern 

epics) and the role of Homer and sin-lēqi-unninni promise to be 

very fertile grounds for future research. For now, it is important 

to bear in mind that the assumption that the composition and 

transmission of the Homeric epics was strictly oral is not self-

evident and not without problems. the idea that writing to some 

extent may have played a part in their genesis should not a priori 

be excluded (cf. bakker 2005: 45). to conclude with a remark of 

Jack Goody (1987: 49) with respect to the Iliad: “Many have held the 

present version to represent an earlier oral composition written 

down at a later date. Is it not more likely to have been a written 

composition of that same earlier date?”
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